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MATCH REPORTS  
 

5th October 2019 

 

HEADLINES 

• DST Holders, MCS progress through after hitting 8 

• Sherborne Town Res lose 11 goal DST thriller 

• Westlands come from 2 down to reach Rnd 3 of the SSC 

• Holt win at Gillingham in the League 

 

 

DORSET SENIOR TROPHY – Rnd 1 

 

“BALTI CLAIM LOCAL BRAGGING RIGHTS TO PROGRESS” 

DORCHESTER TOWN 2 BALTI SPORTS 3 

Balti Sports secured their first-ever victory at the Clayson Stadium 
with an eventful 3-2 win over Dorchester Sports in the Dorset 
Senior Trophy first round. Balti’s search to break their hoodoo at 
the home of their closest rivals looked to be prolonged beyond 
the decade in which both teams have duked it out in Dorset’s top 
flight. Striker Ricky Lane clipped the post when put through one-
on-one and seconds later Dorchester Sports took the lead on 14 
minutes when Gareth Will supplied a fine pass for marksman Alex 
Stafie to lash home. Thereafter, the hosts slackened off their 
approach and good pressing from Balti’s outstanding midfielder 
Sammy Nichols created an equaliser when he charged down 
goalkeeper Antony Frost’s attempted clearance into the net. Lane 
and Ethan Devaney missed further chances for the visitors before 
the break, but Lane atoned for his earlier misses three minutes 

after the interval. Collecting a ball over the top, Lane still had plenty to do but two excellent touches beat the hosts’ 
two covering defenders as the striker beat Frost one-on-one. A dominant Balti extended their lead to 3-1 as Sean 
Zima’s inviting ball was buried from a yard out at the back post by Ethan Devaney. Dorchester Sports were further 
hampered by skipper Jamie Samways’ sin-bin but the hosts 
rallied as former Balti right-back Ash Smith halved the deficit 
with 10 minutes remaining. The momentum swung again as 
Balti full-back Che Curran was sent off after collecting a second 
yellow in the 85th minute for a poor tackle. The county town 
side pinned Balti back late in the game and, in stoppage-time, 
Oli Lowes’ cross created a golden chance for substitute Jamie 
West but his header went wide of the back post to the agony 
of the home bench as Balti clung on to advance. Speaking to 
Echosport, victorious Balti boss Marco Nott said: “It was a 
typical derby game, really. We got out of the traps quite well 
and overall, we shaded it, to be honest. “We played the better 
football but they did have spells in the game where they were 
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dangerous – at the end they were trying to chase that equaliser. “In the overall game we deserved to win but they 
did trouble us at times. If it had gone to extra-time with 10 men, we’d have struggled. “But fair play to the lads, we 
saw it out and got a vital victory, it was a really good performance after what happened last week (2-2 draw at 
Wareham). “They put a real shift in and played some really good football at times. I was delighted, it was a massive 
result for us.” Losing manager Ashley James was at a loss to explain Dorchester Sports’ below-par display. He said: 

“It’s hard to describe why. They seemed more up for it and as soon as the first goal went in it completely turned 

the other way. “They got the momentum and went on to score the three goals. It wasn’t until the last 10, 15 
minutes that we started to play again. By that time, it was too late.”  

Report & Photos courtesy of the;  

 

“REC BEAT THE RANGERS IN THEIR OWN BACK YARD” 

WAREHAM RANGERS 0 HAMWORTHY REC 3 

Rec are through to the next round of the Senior Trophy after this comfortable win at Wareham. It was far from a 
vintage performance, but given that Rec had several players unavailable, coupled with the fact that Wareham have 
improved in recent weeks, this was a pleasing result. Both sides took time to settle, but Rec carved out the best 
chance, with Chris Bryer-Ash and John Webb denied a shooting opportunity.  But on 19 minutes it was 0-1 when 
Bryer-Ash broke on the left and set up Carl Edwards to side-foot low into the net, for the opener. Wareham were 
struggling to mount any threatening attacks of note - their best chance going wide. Sam Carter had two attempts 
deflected away for corners, before Rec doubled the lead on 39 minutes when Lewis Proudley sped down the left 
and supplied a perfect low cross for John Webb to fire in the second. HT 0-2. Webb’s early second half attempt 
was tipped over the bar and Brad Hill’s free-kick only inches too high. Rec were having all the play and Bryer-Ash 
fired just wide following good work by Edwards and Carter. But the game was settled on 65 minutes when Dan 
Blackburn’s long, raking ball found Edwards, who showed great control and waltzed his way past defenders and 
walked the ball in, to make it 0-3. The nearest the hosts came was a shot hitting the bar, but they never really 
troubled the Rec defence, with Rikki Walden and Dave Legg solid at the back. Edwards, in search of his hat-trick, 
was denied by a good save from the home keeper, as Rec strolled to victory. 

“11 GOAL THRILLER GOES THE WAY OF WIMBORNE” 

SHERBORNE TOWN RES 5 WIMBORNE TOWN DEVELOPMENT 6 AET (5-5 @ FT) 

Sherborne went in 4-1 up at half time and looked very dominant after a decent first half showing with their goals 
coming from Matthew Watson courtesy of a header, Scott Martin from the penalty spot and Ryan Thurgood with 
two well taken strikes. The Second half began slowly for Sherborne, and it didn't take long for Wimborne to get 
their second, to further reduce the arrears. The hosts Ashley Guppy then found space at the back post from a cross 
to make it 5-2 for Sherborne. However, in the last 5 minutes of the game Wimborne managed to score 3 goals to 
force the tie into extra time. Wimborne’s tails were now well up and they managed to get themselves the 6th goal 
to finally edge in front for the 1st time and claim their place in the next round. 

 

ROUND UP 

 

Holders MERLEY CS are in the hat after their 8-2 demolition of Corfe Castle, this after trailing 2-0 !!! scoring for the 
holders were Asa Phillips x2, Nathan Saxby x2, Ali Garrard, Dan Edwards & Joe Wickham, whilst scoring for the 
hosts were Josh Baker & Andy Manston, Joining them are BLANDFORD UNITED who beat Sturminster Newton 5-
1, scoring for the Royals were Mark Ford x2, Jack Jones, Joe Wells & Taylor Pike. PORTLAND UTD RESERVES won 
their local encounter at Chickerell Utd to also make it into Round 2 after a 3-2 win at the Stalls, scoring for the 
Blues were Josh Camp, Reece Frost & Caleb Tennant. SHAFTESBURY RESERVES were handed a walkover as their 
opponents Verwood AS could not raise a team. 
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SOMERSET SENIOR CUP – Rnd 2 

 

“8 GOAL THRILLER AT ALVINGTON” 

WESTLAND SPORTS 5 WESTFIELD 3 

Goals galore at Alvington on Saturday as Westland Sports progressed to the second round of the Somerset Senior 
Cup with stunning second half display that saw them come back from a two-goal deficit at half time to win 5-3. 
Westland’s looked a bit off the pace in the first half and soon went behind in the 6th minute. A pass back to the 
keeper was left short and the Westfield centre forward stepped in to round the keeper and walk the ball into the 
net. Not the start Westland’s wanted and for the remainder of the half they were on the back foot with Westfield 
creating several chances to increase their lead. In the 44th minute they got a well-deserved second goal when a 
low cross from the left was side footed in by an unmarked player at the far post. Two nil down at half time and 
things were looking ominous for Westland’s who had looked very lethargic in that first half. As the second half got 
under way Westland’s had changed their shape and, with a couple of subs now on, they looked as if they meant 
business. Luca Martin had a couple of efforts and Tim Trevett smashed a shot off the post before finally, in the 60th 
minute, Jonny Manley bundled a corner into the net to make it game on at 2-1.  In the 62nd minute it was 2-2 ! 
Tim Trevett put over a low cross and Lewis Morgan side footed it in from 10yards out. The visitors were a bit shell-
shocked now and their day got worse only two minutes later when Westland’s went in front. A corner came over 
and Malik Kamal was first to react and he smashed the ball into the net. That made it 3-2 to Westland’s but the 
misery continued for the visitors in the 65th minute when Nick Voss was put clear by Lewis Morgan and he thumped 
the ball into the net to make it 4-2. What a turn round that had been with Westland’s banging in 4 goals in 5 
minutes to turn the game completely on its head. That goal blitz had completely shattered the visiting team and 
Westland’s were now dominant and pushing for more. In the 75th minute Lewis Morgan picked the ball up about 
25 yards out and he drilled a shot low and hard into the bottom corner for the goal of the game. At 5-2 up and 
with 15 minutes left on the clock, Westland’s were down to 10 men with Jamie Green coming off injured and Sports 
having used all their subs. This allowed Westfield to come back into the game and a late rally saw them score with 
a low shot that went under the Westland keeper’s body into the net. Both teams had good chances to add to their 
scores in the final minutes but the last incident of the game saw a Westfield player rightly dismissed after kicking 
out at a Westland’s player in the 94th minute. 

 

LEAGUE 

 

“BULLS WIN TIGHT ENCOUNTER AT WOODWATER LANE” 

GILLINGHAM TOWN 0 HOLT UNITED 1 

Gillingham welcomed mid table Holt United to Woodwater Lane. With the groundsman doing a fantastic job with 
the surface of the pitch it was over to the players to produce the goods. Gillingham had been on a fine run lately 
and wanted to push on again in the league but the visitors weren't coming to make up the numbers.   The game 
started off at a frantic pace with no side getting a firm grip on the game although it was the hosts who started to 
create a few chances. Good wide play by both Bevis and O’shea both delivering the ball in the box only to evade 
everyone. Gills need to still learn the desire of getting to the back post with urgency as they could and should have 
had 4 tap ins. Gillingham then created a chance from a good free kick from Schouten but the Thomson header 
glanced off the face of the bar and wide. Holt had a few half chances themselves but either a poor delivery or good 
defending stopped any goals going in. The Gills stopper Scott Armstrong produced a great save from a header 
following a Holt corner. The visitors also struck the post from a narrow angle although a cross would have been 
better suited and less selfish. Unfortunately, Ill-discipline saw Buddy O’shea in the sin bin and the visitors capitalised 
5 minutes before half time. Good wide play and the lack of closing down saw a cross into the box, Holt’s Lewis 
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Seinval rose highest and his header went just inside the post. A very good finish which left our Goalkeeper Scott 
Armstrong no chance despite his best efforts to get down to it. HT 0-1. The second half was all Gillingham with the 
host keeper a virtual spectator. Despite Gills efforts the lack of quality from wide areas and final third caused the 
visitors very little problems. Gills thought they equalised on 70 minutes when Aaron Rodriguez created himself 
space only for his 25-yard shot to be brilliantly turned away by the visiting custodian. The Gills very nearly had the 
ball in the net after a defence mix up left the Holt keeper stranded. However, with the ball falling to Dan Hawkins 
and the goal at his mercy, he lacked conviction to score his 1st goal for the club. Time ran out for the hosts as they 
fell to their first defeat in 5 games. 

“BSP STUN THE BEES TO WIN FROM 2 GOALS DOWN” 

BRIDPORT RES 2 B-MTH SPORTS PARLEY 3 

Bridport took to the field determined to put the disappointment of last week’s result against Gillingham behind 
them. The game started brightly for both teams on a perfect afternoon for football. Bridport took the lead after 15 
minutes when a right wing corner was delivered by Jaydon Scadding, Dean Hyett met the corner but his firm header 
was blocked, however, the ball fell kindly to Josh Hull who struck a fierce shot that looked certain to find the net 
but the Parley keeper made an incredible save, however, the ball fell to Hull again who, this time, hit the ball firmly 
past the keeper to give the hosts the lead. BSP responded well and then had a decent spell in the game and felt 
they could have levelled and even gone ahead in the game, firstly, after 24 minutes, following a direct free kick 
which Bridport keeper Jordan Scadding didn’t manage to hold, he pounced on the loose ball at the same time as 
the Parley attacker got his right foot to the ball but he was adjudged by the Referee to have kicked the ball out of 
the keepers hands, so disallowing the goal. 5 minutes later Parley felt they should have had a penalty, a ball into 
the penalty area was controlled by their forward, Bridport’s Dean Hyett seemed to go through the back of the 
forward who then went to ground but the referee waved play on. Bridport should have gone 2 nil up soon after 
when a right-wing cross from Josh Hull found Robin Jones unmarked on the edge of the 6-yard box but he 
managed to put his header over the bar. Bridport did eventually go 2 nil up just before half time when the returning 
Josh Hunter found himself on the left-hand side, his attempted cross found its way over the visiting keeper and 
into the net to give Bridport a slightly flattering two goal lead, HT 2-0. BSP began the second half well and got a 
goal back after 55 minutes. A floated ball down the right-hand side was pulled back from the touch line and was 
met by the impressive BSP number 9, Matt Newberry who finished past Scadding. This gave the visitors even more 
encouragement and at the same time the Bridport players began to look nervous. BSP soon levelled the score on 
66 minutes from the penalty spot after Jordan Scaddings slightly late challenge for the ball sent the visiting forward 
to the ground, up stepped Newberry from the spot to score and get his 2nd of the game to restore parity. The 
Bridport players began to look tired and it looked inevitable that BSP would go on to gain all 3 points, and so it 
proved as on 80 minutes as a deflected shot from Adam Holmes looped up over Jordan Scadding in the Bridport 
goal and into the net. Bridport tried to get the equaliser and a share of the points but the visitors held out to pick 
up a valuable 3 points. This was another game of 2 halves for Bridport, highlighting the lack of fitness in the Bridport 
team and their inability to manage games to the end, once they find themselves in a good position.  

 


